DELL 27 CURVED GAMING MONITOR | S2722DGM

27” QHD Curved Gaming Monitor with 1ms (MPRT) /
2ms (gray to gray) response time, 165Hz refresh rate
and 99% sRGB colour for sharp gaming visuals and
immersive gameplay.
Smooth experience: 165Hz refresh rate allows fastmoving visuals to be seen with incredible clarity for
faster reaction times. Faster reaction times means
you stay ahead of the competition.
Picture-perfect: Not only is your gameplay crisper,
but with a 1ms MPRT/ 2ms gray to gray response
time, the pixels themselves change colour almost
instantaneously to eliminate motion blur.
Remarkable clarity: Stay engaged in the heat of
battle with swift, responsive, stutter-free gameplay
with AMD FreeSync™ Premium Technology. The
Dell 27 Curved Gaming Monitor is also enabled with
gaming console VRR supportability.
See every detail: You won’t believe how immersive it
will feel with a 27" curved QHD display that offers
77% more screen content than you’d get with Full
HD.
The full spectrum: VA panel technology delivers a
high 3000:1 contrast ratio for deeper blacks and
brighter whites. Together with sRGB 99% colour
coverage, the colours are extremely vibrant across a
wide viewing angle (178 degrees).
A new view: A 1500R curved screen with a 3-sided
narrow border provides a truly immersive gaming
experience by enhancing field of vision, while
reducing distortion, glare and reflection.

Bold new look: The distinct and gaming-centric
design offers both functional and aesthetic benefits
for gamers, such as a downlight for ambient lighting
during low-light gaming sessions, and uniquelydesigned vents located in the back keeping
everything cool while working hard.
More room for battle: The tapered stand is sturdy
and sleek, with a small footprint that brings you closer
to the action.
Customize every advantage: The joystick and
shortcut buttons on the back of the monitor allow you
to easily navigate and manage the OSD menus while
three user-defined profiles give even more
personalisation options. The Timer, FPS (frames per
second) Counter, and Dark Stabilizer let you manage
everything from frame rates to brightness to shadow
control.
Game comfortably: The easy height and tilt
adjustability allow you game in comfort for extended
periods.
Maximum reliability: Dell Premium Panel Exchange
allows a free panel replacement during the Limited
Hardware Warranty3 period even if only one bright
pixel is found.
A brand you can rely on: As the No.1 monitor
company worldwide* we take pride in our unyielding
commitment to quality and the utmost satisfaction of
our customers. Minimise downtime with Dell’s
Advanced Exchange Service.2

More views, less distraction: Game with minimal
distractions and a larger surface area thanks to a
3-sided ultrathin bezel.

*Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly PC Monitor Tracker, Q4 2020

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
DELL.COM/MONITORS

FEATURES & TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dell 27 Curved Gaming Monitor | S2722DGM
VIEWABLE IMAGE SIZE (diagonal)

68.47 cm (27 Inches)

ACTIVE DISPLAY AREA (horizontal x vertical)

596.73 mm (23.49 in) x 335.66 mm (13.21 in.)

PANEL TECHNOLOGY

Vertical Alignment (VA)

MAXIMUM PRESET RESOLUTION / REFRESH RATE

2560 x 1440 at 165Hz (Native with DisplayPort 1.2)
2560 x 1440 at 144Hz (Native with HDMI 2.0)

COLOUR

Black

DISPLAY SCREEN COATING

Antiglare with 3H hardness

ASPECT RATIO

16:9

PIXEL PITCH / PIXELS PER INCH (PPI)

0.2331 x 0.2331 mm / 109 PPI

CURVED SCREEN

1500R curvature

BRIGHTNESS (typical)

350 cd/m2

COLOUR GAMUT (typical)

99% sRGB

COLOUR DEPTH

16.7 million colours

CONTRAST RATIO (typical)

3,000 : 1

TYPICAL VIEWING ANGLES (vertical / horizontal)

178º / 178º

RESPONSE TIME (typical)

1ms (MPRT) / 2ms GtG (gray to gray) in Extreme mode

BACKLIGHT

LED edgelight system

COMFORTVIEW1 WITH FLICKER-FREE SCREEN

Yes

DELL DISPLAY MANAGER COMPATIBILITY

Yes, easy arrange and other key features

CONNECTIVITY

2 x HDMI 2.0, 1 x DisplayPort 1.2, 1 x Headphone-out jack

AMD FREESYNC™ PREMIUM TECHNOLOGY

Yes

STAND ADJUSTABILITY

Height adjustable stand (100 mm), Tilt (-5° to 21°)

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Stand: Built-in cable management / Display: Downlight

VESA MOUNT COMPATIBLE

Yes, 100 mm x 100 mm

POWER
AC INPUT VOLTAGE/FREQUENCY/CURRENT

100 VAC to 240 VAC / 50 Hz or 60 Hz ± 3 Hz / 1.5A (maximum)

POWER CONSUMPTION

0.2 W (Off Mode) / 0.21 W (Standby Mode) / 25.3 W (On Mode) 56 W (Max)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CLASS (A TO G SCALE)

F

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)

PANEL ONLY
MONITOR HEAD WITH STAND
(compressed/extended height)

WEIGHT

PANEL ONLY (for VESA)
MONITOR AND CABLES WITH FULL PACKAGING

364.14 mm x 608.38 mm x 96.28 mm (14.34" x 23.95" x 3.79")
393.21 mm / 493.21mm x 608.38 mm x 190.37 mm (15.48” / 19.42” x 23.95" x 7.49")

4.24 kg (9.35 lbs)
9.12 kg (20.10 lbs)

COMPLIANCE STANDARDS

Product Safety, EMC and Environmental Datasheets
Dell Regulatory Compliance Home Page
Dell and the Environment

STANDARD SERVICE PLAN

3-year Advanced Exchange Service2 & Premium Panel Exchange

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Monitor panel, Stand riser, Stand base, Power cable, DisplayPort to DisplayPort 1.2
cable, HDMI 2.0 cable, Quick setup guide, Safety, Environmental and Regulatory
Information

1ComfortView

feature reduces blue light emission and optimizes eye comfort.
Exchange Service: Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis.
Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. Availability varies. Other conditions apply.
3For a copy of the Limited Hardware Warranty, write Dell USA LP, Attn: Warranties, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682 or see Dell.com/warranty.
2Advanced
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